
Class Assembly: Presented by Grade 7A and 7D 

‘ Life is beautiful when everyone is in it together!’ 
 

                                          
 

                                

           

     
 

“You can only understand people if you feel them in yourself.” This quote by John Steinbeck applies to Ally, a 

new student, in a High School, who can only be understood by a few. The students of 7A and 7D showcased a 

small glimpse of her life from the book ‘Fish in a Tree’, which is a part of their English curriculum in their online 

Class Assembly on 28Th Sept. at 6.30 pm on the the Social media platforms of Youtube, Facebook and Instagram 

page of the school. The e-invite made everyone think what would one do and feel regarding the same situation, 

where no one understood you, and rather bullied you? The programme started off with a short Role-play showing 

how Ally struggles in her school life with her problem of Dyslexia and gets bullied by her peers. However, she 

finds her saviour in the new teacher Mr. Daniels who encourages her to play on her strengths. She is also able to 

befriend a few of her peers in the end. A book review of ‘Fish in a Tree’ was presented by Hanna and Manya of 

Grade 7A and 7 D respectively to complete the story. The talented dancers of Grade 7 presented a contemporary 

dance to spill their miraculous magic on the screen. The KIS band members presented a song on friendship which 

was applauded by one and all. The assembly ended with a few students presenting their thoughts on the situation, 

and everyone took a pledge to be a true friend to everyone. The assembly ended with the school song presented by 

the students of Grade 7A and 7 D. Truly, disability is the inability to see ability in others! The students gave the 

message of importance of empathy and friendship in our lives. 
 


